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Laney uses the discussion forum extensively in his online courses. The course's six assignment modules
contain the learning objectives, detailed study assignments, written and journal assignments, and discussion
questions. Responses to written assignment questions are expected to be well developed and reasonably
detailed essays. Essays tend to be attributed concerning that Wednesday regarding your designated week
Essays have got to always be transformed inside by 1 getting some printed content that will the teacher on
group, not to mention 2 advertisment the idea on Study just for conversation. Copying and pasting or, in any
way copying responses or parts of responses from any other source into your exams. Analyze the meaning and
possibility of an afterlife. In a class of 25 people there may be 75 messages in a week, but having all the
messages in a single thread makes it relatively easy to grade. WebQuest In weeks when a major assignment is
due, Laney gives students a less intense discussion forum assignment. Any message board offers Two
distinguish teams, utilizing something like young people in every single class Group a in addition to B. Your
answers should be at least three double-spaced typewritten pages each. All Rights Reserved. Excerpted from
Online Classroom,  Check the course Calendar for when you are to submit these assignments to your mentor.
Your initial responses and subsequent comments on classmates' responses are due on the days specified by the
Course Calendar. In addition you are required to participate in an ungraded "Introductions" forum in module
1. Topics include definitions of religion, proofs for the existence of God, the nature and variety of religious
experience, the immortality of the soul, the problem of evil, the relation between religion and ethics, and the
relation between science and religion. Meaningful participation is relevant to the content, adds value, and
advances the discussion. Please refer to the " Examinations and Proctors " section of the Online Student
Handbook see General Information area of the course Web site for further information about scheduling and
taking online exams and for all exam policies and procedures. Go to the Assignment Modules area of the
course Web site to find the written assignment questions you are asked to reflect upon and submit to your
mentor. Prepare your written assignments using whatever word processing program you have on your
computer. While some people may think that the discussion forum is not the appropriate place for these
activities, Laney has good reasons for doing it there. Telling your mentor that you need another attempt at an
exam because your connection to the Internet was interrupted when that is not true. Your answers should
clearly demonstrate your understanding of the assigned readings and any Web sites that may be assigned.
Comments such as "I agree" and "ditto" are not considered value-adding participation. Laney posts
instructions within the discussion forum rather than in the syllabus or the course schedule, because the forum
is where the assignment takes place and students are in the forum on a regular basis. Copying any part of an
exam to share with other students. Documents will need to end up being published throughbothmethods.
Rather than carrying on a discussion over the usual two-week period, he has students do a simple WebQuest
and post their findings without having to respond to each other. Preview the two journal assignments before
you begin your first study assignment. Communication with the mentor and among fellow students is a critical
component of online learning. The same notion applies to question-and-answer discussions. These journal
assignments require self-reflection. You actually will probably get rated upon the thoughtfulness connected
with your responses. One might always be due to the fact by using the particular enrollees through ones own
team for the purpose of looking at your works around the group. For each role-play assignment Laney
provides about a page-and-a-half set of instructions, including background, lists of reading assignments, and a
step-by-step explanation of what they need to do. Distinguish among the different meanings of the sacred from
impersonal to anthropomorphic. Written Assignments Philosophy of Religion requires you to complete six
written assignments. Final Examination The final exam covers all material assigned in Modules 4, 5, and 6 of
the course and is two hours long. Analyze the problem of theodicy, also known as the problem of evil. Exactly
what perils plus incentives had all these men and women econ homework if upcoming out? Evaluate points of
commonality for inter-religious dialogue and cooperation. Should presently there is normally a new theme you
really are not really comfortable spanning, make sure you pass by that area along with decide on a second
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allocate their, as well as get hold of the particular helper pertaining to an switch theme. Online exams are
administered through the course Web site.


